
PACS 52.35.P, 52.35.QDISINTEGRATION OF COSMIC GARBAGEPARTICLES BY ELECTRON BEAMSV.V.Vladimirov , V.N.GorshkovPhysics Institute, Ukrainian National Academy of Sciences,46 Nauki Av., 252650 Kiev DSP, UkraineReceived September 12, 1995It has been shown that at charging and melting of the cosmicgarbage particles by electron beam their intensive disintegration intovery small droplets, which are 102� 104 times less as small as an orig-inal drop, is possible. This process occurs only in the case, when theparticle charge signi�cantly exceeds the Rayleigh limit, determiningthe instability threshold for a charged drop. The consideration wascarried out for garbage particles, having dimensions 0.1-1 cm. At thesolution of this problem we have taken into account the compensatingion current, coming from the cosmic plasma to the negatively chargedparticle surface.1. IntroductionAt the end of the 19-th century Rayleigh carried out classical works de-voted to the investigation of cylindrical liquid jet instability [1] and stronglycharged drop [2,3]. These works have become the scienti�c basis [4] for de-velopment of the important technological branches, connected with smallliquid drops generation. Let us mention that the theory of charged dropinstability [2,3] was used in droplet nucleus model for explanation of ura-nium nucleus �ssion. In this work the possibility of the Rayleigh results[1-3] application in cosmic researches have been considered. The �rst oneis connected with termination of small particles of cosmic garbage by usingelectron beams, which charge and melt these particles.At a rather high drop charge which signi�cantly exceeds the Rayleighlimit, its intensive disintegration into very small droplets occurs. In fact,the original cosmic garbage particle (GP) transforms into dust. Let us pointout that as a result of cosmic researches a great amount of garbage frag-ments has been accumulated in cosmos. Some of them have been formed asa result of planned (and nonplanned) explosions of cosmic objects, othersdue to the collisions of the garbage fragments with each other. Accordingto data in 1992 [5] about 4 � 106 garbage fragments, having dimension morethan 10 cm have been piled up. The amount of smaller fragments (withdimensions 0.1-1 cm) has not been measured and approximately makes up99 % of the total number of garbage fragments [5,6]. These particles, hav-ing high velocity (106 cm/s), are able to perforate space ship body andastronaut space suit. The problem, considered below, devoted just to theproblem of termination of these small particles. At rather high drop chargeq > qcr [2,3] the instability, which leads to the drop deformation (and decay)c V.V.Vladimirov, V.N.Gorshkov, 1996ISSN 0452{9910. Condensed Matter Physics 1996 No 8 (167{173) 167



168 V.V.Vladimirov, V.N.Gorshkovdue to the spherical harmonic excitation (l = 2) on its surface, appears. Atsupercritical drop charge q � qcr very high harmonics l � 2 are excitedand the jet palisade appears on melted surface of the GP (�gure 1). Thesejets decay into very small drops at the development of the jet sausage insta-bility (SI) [1]. This phenomenon also was predicted by Rayleigh [3], but itstheory was not created. We have shown that it is just supercritical chargeof the original GP that leads to its quick decay into very small droplets,having dimensions 102 � 104 times as small as the dimension of initial GP.These microdroplets are not dangerous for space crafts and astronauts. Inessence, it would be possible to use the electron-beam weapon, created onthe program \Star wars" for struggle with cosmic garbage. As Bible says:\Let us beat the sword on the plough".It is necessary to point out that at the solution of the task mentionedabove one should take into account the inuence of cosmic plasma on thecharging process of GP. This inuence is extremely essential and connectedwith coming of compensating ion current from surrounding space plasmato negatively charged surface of GP - �gure 1. The value of this current isproportional to the plasma density and thus strongly depends upon trajec-tory height of an object. At the calculation of ion current we have used theresults of Langmuir and Mott-Smith [7], which is devoted to the theory ofion spherical probes in the gas discharge plasmas.

Figure 1. The star of Rayleigh (1882) in cosmos.2. The Disintegration of cosmic garbage particles by elec-tron beamIt is supposed that a cosmic GP is melted and charged by impulse electronbeam, so that the GP is a strongly charged drop (q � qcr) before thebeginning of microdroplet decay.



Disintegration of cosmic garbage particles by electron beams 169It is known [2,3] that while the charge of a conductive drop q > qcr =p16��R3 , where R is the drop radius, � is the surface tension coe�cient,and when the electric �eld E > Ecr = qcr=R2 = q 16��R appears on itssurface, the instability occurs. The growth rate  of this instability in caseof small viscosity is determined by the expression [3]: = 2!csl(l � 1)("2 � l + 24 ); (1)where l is the spherical harmonic number, " = E=Ecr = q=qcr, !c = q ��R3 ;� is the liquid density.At " > 1 the harmonic l = 2 is excited and the drop transforms intospheroid [8] and two thin jets are injected from its top [4,8]. When thesejets decay owing to SI [1], a cascade of very small charged drops is emitted.At the same time only a small part of the original drop mass (M) is lost [9].That is why the process of the GP disintegration is not e�ective at " � 1.Below for the �rst time the process of microdroplet decay (MD) of theoriginal GP drop at "� 1, which has the following peculiarities, is consid-ered:a) If " � 1, according to (1) maximum value of  corresponds to highnumber harmonics (l � 2) and as a result the jet palisade, from the top ofwhich the drops are emitted, is formed on the entire surface of molten GP.This phenomenon was �rst mentioned by Rayleigh [3]. At the same timethe original drop keeps its spherical form and looks like a \hedgehog". Wecalled this phenomenon \The Rayleigh star" as is shown in �gure 1.b). It is assumed that GP drop is continuously charged by electron beamin the MD process, that allows to compensate the charge expense.It is just multijet mechanism MD and GP drop continuous charging thatmakes possible to realize its intensive disintegration at "� 1:The maximum value of  according equation (1) at " � 1 correspondsto the value l = lm=8"2=3� 1; an appropriate wavelength �m = 2�R=lm =3�R=(4"2) and a jet number on the drop surface:Nj = 4�R2��2m = 64"4=(9�): (2)At " = 10, according to equation (2) Nj = 2:26 � 104, that is a greatnumber of jets are aroused on GP drop surface.Approximation of small viscosity [10]: m � 2�l2m=R2, where �- is thekinematic viscosity coe�cient, m = (lm) = 16!c"3=(3p3), is ful�lled, if:"� �s3�� 12�Ecr : (3)For example, choosing parameters, which correspond to the stainlesssteel melt-� = 8 g=cm3; � = 2 � 103cm2=s; � = 1:8 J=m2 and R = 0:05cm (Ecr = 4 � 105 V=cm), criterium (3) is ful�lled, if " � 300. All furtherestimations will be made at parameter values mentioned above.At " = 10 drop potential is ' = ER = "EcrR = 200 kV . That is whybeam electrons must have high energy (Eb > e') so that the beam cut-o�does not take place.Let us consider the charging process of GP in space by electron beamtaking into account the compensating ion current coming from the cosmic



170 V.V.Vladimirov, V.N.Gorshkovplasma (�gure 1) into the GP surface. This process is described by theequation: dqdt = Ie � Ii; (4)where Ie = 2�R2je is the electron current onto GP surface, je is the beamcurrent density, and Ii is the ion current [7,11]:Ii = 4�R2e'jBkTi ; (5)where jB = 0:61enppkTe=Mi is the density of ion current from the plasmaborder (Bohm current [11]); Te; Ti is the electron and ion temperature ofthe cosmic plasma, np is the plasma density, Mi is the ion mass, k is theBoltzmann constant, e is the electron charge.According to (4), (5) while GP is being charged by electron beam, thevalue ' (' = q=R) is increasing, value Ii is growing also and at Ii = Ie thestationary value ' = 's is set up:'s = jejB kTi2e ; (6)and: " = 'sREcr = je8jB kTiep��R: (7)According to (4), (5) the characteristic time of the stationary state setup is determined by: �s = kTi=(4�eRjB): (8)Let us make numerical estimations in case, when trajectory height of GPis H = 500 km. At this height the hydrogen ions dominate, np = 106cm�3;kTe = 0:3 eV; kTi = 0:1eV; jB = 5:37 � 10�8A=cm2.In accordance with (6), (8) the value 's = 200 kV (" = 10; R = 0:05cm) is set up at je = 0:2A=cm2, �s = 3 � 10�6s.The time of GP entire melting is determined by:�m = 2eR3Ebje (c��T +Q); (9)where c = 0:5 Jdeg �g is speci�c heat, Q = 1:9 � 103J=cm3 is the unit volumelatent heat, �T = Tm � T0 � 1:6 � 103 deg., Tm and T0 is the melting andinitial temperature of the GP.According to (9) �m = 10�3s, if Eb = 600 keV; je = 0:2 A=cm2. Bythis means that the process of GP melting is the most continuous. At �rstGP charging takes place, then melting occurs. When the GP velocity is106cm=s, it should be irradiated by electron beam on the trajectory length� 10m for the entire melting. The electron beam follows the GP, the beampower P = IeEb=e � 2 � 103W .At height H = 103km the plasma density strongly decreases (np =104cm�3), the value jB = 5:37 � 10�10A=cm2 and in accordance with (7) themagnitude je should be decreased by two orders to accomplish the value" = 10. In conformity with that the time of melting (9) increases up to the



Disintegration of cosmic garbage particles by electron beams 171value �m = 0:1s (at the same value Eb = 600keV ) and this regime is unrealin space. More real regime is the one when " = 100 (je = 0:02A=cm2); 's =2MV and Eb = 6MeV . In this case �m = 10�3s. As this takes place, theprocess of GP disintegration is realized much faster due to the big value of". Analogous estimations can by made for GP with R = 0:5cm. In thiscase the value " = 10 is accomplished (H = 500km) if je = 0:6A=cm2.At the same time it is necessary the electron energy to be higher Eb =2MeV , because 's = 600kV . In this case �m = 10�3s, P � 2 � 106W .At height H=103km it is necessary to use the regime "=100 (je =0:06A=cm2), 's = 6MV and Eb = 10MeV .After charging and melting of GP the process of microdroplet decaybegin.To determine the characteristics of ME it is necessary to calculate thejet parameters (height h, radius r0 , velocity v0 ). It is considered that thejets are identical and have cylindrical form with semispherical top. Theequations for mass and impulse conservation of jet have the appearance:�r20�v0 =Md=�; �r20(E2j8� � 2�r0 ) =Mdv0=�; (10)where Md = �r20�R� is the mass of tearing o� droplet; �R � 9r0 is thewavelength, which corresponds to the growth rate maximum (R) of SI [1];Ej is the �eld on the jet top; � = �1R ln(r0=�0) is the characteristic timeof SI development, �0 is the amplitude of initial uctuations of the surfaceradial displacements; R = 0:34r�3=20 p�=� [1] in the case of small viscosity.In further we shall suppose that �0=r0 = 10�2 and � = 4:6=R. Usingthe equation (10) it is possible to obtain:�R = v0�; v0 = Ejp8��s1� Rr0 E2crE2j : (11)As value v0� determines the length of nondestroyed jet part, the SIdevelopment with wavelength �R takes place, if h = 2�R = 18r0.Using the condition of surface equipotentiality of GP drop (\Rayleighstar"): (q �Njq0)=R = q0=r0+(q �Njq0)=(R + h); (12)where q0 is the charge of the jet top, it is easy to derive in case h� R :Ej = q0=r20 = hr0 E1 +Njhr0=R2 = 18E1 + 128x2=� ; (13)where x = r0"2=R:Using (11), (13) it is possible to obtain the equation for the jet radius:38:2x1=2[1� (1 + 128x2=�)2=(324x)]1=2 = 1 + 128x2=�: (14)This equation has two real roots : x1 = 0:51 and x2 = 3:7 � 10�3. Theroot x2 does not satisfy the small viscosity criterium (� � r20=�), whichused at the receiving (14). So the jet radius at "� 1 is determined by:r0 = 0:51R="2: (15)



172 V.V.Vladimirov, V.N.GorshkovTaking into consideration (11), (13), (15) it is possible to calculate alljet and microdroplet parameters:h = 9:2R="2; Ej = 1:55Ecr"; v0 = "!cR; (16)Md=M � "�6; qd=q = 0:4"�4; Rd = 1:9r0 � R="2; (17)and also to calculate the consumption of GP mass:dMdt = �NjMd=� = �M"!c: (18)The radius of the initial drop diminishes at MD process.The mass consumption is equal to 0:9M ful�lled during the time: �M =1:1=("!c). If R = 0:05cm (!c = 1:34�103s�1), then at " = 10; �M = 7�10�5s.In the case R = 0:5cm (!c = 42:4s�1) �M = 2 � 10�3s.So after GP melting the \electric explosion" of Rayleigh star, accompa-nied by the formation of very small droplets, occurs. According to (17) thedroplet radius is: Rd = (10�2 � 10�4)R at " = 10� 100:3. ConclusionsWe have shown that a number of classical results, obtained by Rayleigh [1-3],may be used for solution of some space problems. The problem, connectedwith termination of small particles of cosmic garbage by electron beams,seems to be important because these particles (with dimensions 0:1� 1cm)are dangerous for astronauts and satellites.Let us point out that at the solution of this problem it's necessary to takeinto account the ion current, coming from the cosmic plasma to the nega-tively charged surface of cosmic object. The value of this current dependsupon the trajectory height.AcknowledgmentsThis research has been supported in part by International Science Founda-tion (Soros's Foundation) under grant N 66200. Authors express gratitudeto this foundation.References[1] Lord Rayleigh. On the instability of jets. // Proc. London Math. Soc.,1878, vol. 10, p. 4-26.[2] Lord Rayleigh. On the capillary phenomena of jets. // Proc. R. Soc.London, 1879, vol. 29, p. 71-97.[3] Lord Rayleigh. On the equilibrium of liquid conducting masses chargedwith electricity. // Phil. Mag., 1882, vol. 14, p. 184-186.[4] Bailey A.G. Electrostatic atomization of liquids. // Sci. Prog. Oxf.,1974, vol. 61, p. 555-581.[5] Grinberg E.I. Cosmos pollution and cosmic ights. // Nature (Russia),1992, No 8, p. 12-17.[6] Eichler P., Rex D. Debris chain reactions. AIAA Pap., 1990, No 1365,p. 9-24; Eichler P., Bade A. Removal of debris from orbit. Ibid., 1990,No 1366, p. 8-25.
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PODR�BNENN� ELEMENT�V KOSM�QNOGO SM�TT�ELEKTPONNIMI PUQKAMIV.V.Vladimipov , V.N.GopxkovPokazano, wo ppi zap�d�uvanni ta pozplavlenni element�vkosmiqnogo sm�tt� elektponnimi puqkami mo�livi� Ýh inten-sivni� pozklad na du�e mali kpaplini, pozmip �kih v 102 � 104paz menxi�, ni� pozmipi poqatkovih qastinok. Ce� ppocesvinika lixe u tomu vipadku, koli zap�d qastinki suttvopepeviwu me�u Rele�, viznaqa�qi popig nestabil~nosti dl�zap�d�enoÝ kpapli. Pozgl�d ppovedeno dl� element�v sm�tt� zpozmipom 0.1-1 sm. Ppi pozv'�zku ciÝ ppoblemi mi ppi�n�li douvagi potik kompensaci�nih ioniv z kosmiqnoÝ plazmi na nega-tivno zap�d�enu povephn� qastinki.


